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Coho salmon (Ogacesrhynchus kisutch) smolts leaving the Keogh River and its tributaries demonstrated consistent 
patterns in their timing and size. An initial early peak. in the mean size of migrating smolts occurred several weeks 
before the peak in their timing, and in several years when smolt migration was monitored until July! a late peak 
in size occurred near the end sf the smolt migration. Changes in the mean size of smolts were not related to their 
origin within the watershed, and varying age compositions were only partially responsible for the two peaks in 
mean size. Fish overwintering in tributary lakes grew faster than fish overwintering in tributary streams. A greater 
proportion of lake-origin smslts migrated to sea after only S yr in freshwater than stream-origin smolts. it appears 
that fish that wait until their second spring to smoltify are among the first to emigrate that spring. 'These relatively 
large 2 + smolts, combined with fast growing 1 + smolts that leave early during their first spring, cause the first 
peak in size. the  small numbers of large smolts leaving the Keogh River at the ends of several of the smslt runs 
apparently left then because of minor flow increases in the river. As has been found with releases of coho smolts 
from nearby hatcheries, fish that lek the Keogh River early in the smslt run generally had a more northerly marine 
catch distribution than later migrating smolts. A greater proportion of fish migrating to sea late in the srnolt run 
were caught in the fishery than fish migrating early. Additional work examining the marine survival sf early and 
Bate migrating wild smolts is recommended to enable detailed comparisons to be made between the optimal 
timing and size of wild and hatchery smolts. 

Les tacons du saumon coho (Bncorhywchus kisutch) quittent le bassin de la Keogh selsn un mode prkvisible : 
plusieurs semaines avant les passages maximaux, la tailie des pissons qui migrent est maximale et, quand les 
observations dkarent jusqu'en juillet, on observe un autre maximum de taille vers la fin de la migration. Ha taille 
n'est pas li& au lieu d'origine, et la csmpsition d6msgraphique w'est que partiellement responsable des deux 
sornmets de taille rnoyeaane. Les poissons qui hiveraaent en lac grossissent plus vite que ceux qui hivernent en 
ruisseau, et une plus grande proportion des premiers que des seconds descend 3 la mer aprh un an seulernent. 
II semble que les poissons qui deviennent tacons au deuxieme printemps sont parmi les premiers emigrer cette 
annke-la. Le premier passage de grss tacons est dQ 2 ces psissons et aux tacons de premi6re annke qui ont grossi 
rapidement. Le petit nombre de gros tacons qui emigrent de la Keogh aprGs plusieurs passages rnigratoires le font 
apparemrnent cause de petits accroissernents du d6bit de la rivi5re. Comme dans le cas des tacons de cohos 
relaches de piscicultures voisines, les poissoaas qui quittent la Keogh t6t dans la saison ssnt gkn6ralement capturks 
plus au nord que ceux qui migrent plus tard. Les m~igrateurs tardifs sont p&h$s en plus grande proportion que 
les migrateurs hatifs. II faudrait maintenant 6tudier la suwie en mer des rnigrateurs hatifs et tardifs afin de pouvsir 
cornparer les donnkes de migration et de grosseur relatives aux tacons sauvages et d%levage. 
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n their studies ow the importance of various times md sizes 
at release for juvenile hatchery-raised coho sdmsn (0ncor- 
hynchus Risugch), Bilton et d. (1982, 1984) hypothesized 

that it should be possible to manipulate release times md sizes 
imize growth md survival in the marine ewvboment. If 

optimal release times md sizes do exist for hatchery stocks, it 
seems reasonable hat natural selection pressures may have 
favoured stocks s f  wild coho with smolting tendencies similar 
to that observed for hatchery fish. Alternatively, other factors 
may control the timing and size s f  wild smolt migrations. How- 
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ever, there are few data ow the migratory timing and sizes of 
wild coho smolts, and the impact of srnolt size and timing ow 
adult returns is poorly understood. 

Salmonid populations have been investigated in the Keogh 
River ow northern Vancouver Island (Fig. 1) since 1975 when 
a fish counting fence was iwstdled to enumerate migating adult 
steelhead (0.  mykiss) (Wad and Slmey 1988). This 33-Ian long 
river drains m area of 129 h2 md varies in Wow between 8.1 
and 254 m3es- I .  Hatchery outplants of coho to the Keogh have 
not been permitted although fish in the river have been impacted 
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FIG. 1. Location of h e  fish counting fences in the Keogh River 
Watershed. Inset shows the Bocation of the Keogh River Watershed ow 
wohm Vmcouver Island. 

by experimental stream fertilization (Perrin et d. 1987), 
instream enhancement structures (Wad and Slaney 1979, 
1981), lake-pen rearing of steelhead smolts (Slaney and Har- 
rower 19811, and logging. Between 55 000 and 105 000 coho 
sdmon smolts leave the system annually. Preliminary analysis 
of data on the coho smolts leaving the Keogh River between 
1979 and 1985 demonstrated that consistent trends in the timing 
and sizes of smolts existed. Therefore, we initiated a study to 
investigate if different overwintering environments were 
responsible for producing these trends. In this paper we discuss 
the patterns in size and timing for wild coho salmon smolts in 
the Keogh River in relation to their overwintering environment 
md age structure. Cded-wire tag data from comercia1 and 
sport fish catches ax used to compare the marine distribution 
of fish that left the Keogh River early and later during the smolt 
run. 

Coho salmon smolts were enumerated every spring between 
1978 md 1987 at the main fish counting fence about 300 m 
upstream of the Keogh River mouth (Fig. 1). Smolt enumera- 
tion was only conducted during spring as earlier studies (e.g. 
Shapovdov md T& 1954) indicated that most coho smolts 
migrate to the sea during spring. As well, smolt trapping in the 
Keogh fiver during the autumn and winter of 1975 and 1976 
failed to capture any coho salmon smolts, although some coho 

p m  were caught. During the enumeration of smolts leaving the 
Keogh River, the river was nomdil8y diverted away from the 
main fence via an overflow channel. Smolts were collected in 
trap boxes after passing over a large horizsnd screen Qexpmded 
metal mesh, 9.9 x 22.2 m). Occasionally, freshets 
when it was not possible to divert all the river the over- 
Wow channel, smolts were also collected using inclined-plane 
traps dong the main fence (Mottram 1977). Trap efficiency 
tests were conducted usudly twice per season. These tests con- 
sisted of capturing large (>I20 m) coho smoHts in the trap 
boxes, clipping a corner of the caudal fin of 500 of these fish, 
and then releasing them about 50 rn above the main fence. Sub- 
sequently, smolts captured in the trap boxes were d for 
clipped fins. Trapping efficiency was usually ab 

Between 1977 and 1980, smolt traps were operated in various 
tributaries of the Keogh River as we11 as the upper mainstem 
river. These traps, similar in design to the main fence, are 
described by de hsssczy-Wkth (1979) and Smith and Slmey 
(1980). Lake-origin smolts were captured in 1977 a d  1978 at 
the outlet of O'Connor Lake; predominantly stream-origin fish 
were captured in West Tributary in 1977 and 1978. Fish orig- 
inating ftom a combination sf lake a d  strem environments 
were captured in the upper Keogh River near the outlet of Muk 
Lake each year between 1977 and 1980 md in Misty Outlet 
Creek in 1977 (Fig. 1). To assist in distinguishing between dif- 
ferences in the timing and sizes of coho smolts hat  overwin- 
tered in lake and strem habitats, smolts were again trapped in 
1986 at the outlet of O'Connor Lake, as well as at the outlet of 
Long Lake, a d  the inlet of Misty Lake (Fig. I). There are no 
streams containing salmon upstream of 09Comor or Long Lake 
and no lakes upstream of the Misty Idet Creek trapping site. 
The O'Comor Lake trap was operated continuously between 
14 April and 27 May. The traps in Long Lake Outlet a d  Misty 
Inlet Creeks were operated intermittently between 20 March 
and 17 July, the number of 24-h periods per week depending 
upon the size of the smolt mn and the availability of personnel. 
All traps were 100% efficient in capturing migrating smlts. 

During the early part of the smolt migration, significant num- 
bers sf coho pan were often caught. These fish generally had 
pan marks and usually were smaller than the more silver smolts . 
Any coho less than 75 was considered a pm and all p m  
were excluded from the data analysis. 

At each trap site, smolts were sampled rmdordy for fork 
length and weight; scales were taken from a subsmple of these 
fish for subsequent age determination. 
In 1977 and 1978, coho smolts captured d the main fence 

were coded-wire tagged Qde Hmssoczy-Wkth 1979) and results 
were analyzed to assess the relationship between timing of smoHt 
migration and catch in the commercial and sport fisheries. In 
1977, b e e  tag codes were used, corresponding to the early, 
ge&, and late portions of the $molt migration. In 1978, fish 
migrating during the first half of the migration period had one 
tag code, while fish migrating during the second half of the 
migration had a separate code: 

Approximate 
'k"ear Thing Capture period m m k r  tagged 

- -  - - - -  

1977 early 20 April-1 1 May 9 558 
1977 middle 12 May-27 May 24 % 1 6 
1977 late 28 May-21 June 7 $62 
1978 early-mid 30 April-13 May 9 489 
1978 mid--late 13 May-21 June 18 856 

Can. J. Fish. &wt. Sci., V06. 46, 1989 
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Weekly Weon Lengths 

/ 

I@ Main Fence - 1983 114 Apr~l-24 June) Muin Fence - 1984 ( 1  1 &mi-15 June) M a ~ n  Fence - 1985 (11 Apr~ 1-12 June) 
No smolts est~rneted = 56,453 NO srnolts esl~rnated= 74.409 No smolfs ert~mated = 7 3 , 5 7 2  

April May June April May June April May June 

29- 12- 2 6 -  10- 24-  7- 21- 29- 12- 26- 10- 24- 7- 21- 29-  12- 26- 10- 24- 7- 21- 
4 I 8  2 16 30 13 2 7  4 18 2 16 30 13 2 7  4 18 2 16 3 0  I3 2 7  

A p r ~ l  May June A p r ~ l  May June April May June 

FIG. 2. Weekly m m  lengths md timing sf migation for coho smolts captured at the main fish counting 
fence sn the Keogh River during 198C87 (a-i), for 1 + smolts only (j), and weekly mean weights (k- 
1). The period the fence was operated each year is indicated in brackets. Sample size was always greater 
than 25 smelts measured each week; otherwise weekly means are not given. Weekly mean lengths in 
(iI7 and (j), md weights in (I) are not weighted by y w .  

The numbers of tagged fish captured in the comercid  md 
s mt fisheries in Alaska, British Columbia, Washington, and 
&egon were obtained through the Mark Recovery 
As commercial. catches were smp1ed at a a g e t  mte i. 

observed recoveries of 
fishery was multiplied b five. 

ght by the sport gshery 
in the Strait of Georgia (body of water between Vmesuver 
Island and mainland) in 3198&81 were reported @PA 1982) so 
the number of reported recove~es in the sport catch was mul- 
tiplied by four to obtain the estimated number in the s p r t  catch. 

Results 
g sf Smlts  at Main Fence 

For each of the years for which adequate numbers of fish 
were measwed &roughout the smolt migation, there was a 

peak in the length dis~bution near the beginning of the msa, 
usually in late April (Pig. 2 a-i). This was invariably followed 
by a decrease in the mean length of migating smolts. In several 
of the yeas when smolt migration was monitored until late June 
($981, 1983, and 319861, the mean length sf migrating smolts 
again increased about this time. The same pattax was illustrated 
whew the mean weights of migrating smolts were plotted by 
weekly intervals (Fig. 2 k-l j. 

The timing sf the mn was consistent. The peak migration 
period was usually in mid-May md never be fm 3 May or after 
23 May. The first peak in mean smolt length was between 1 
md 4 wk before the peak in timing (Fig, 2 a-i). 

These cornistent patterns in the size and timing sf swfslts at 
the main fence were e x m i n d  by plotting length-kequency 
dis~butions by weekly intervals for each yea. Results are 

1088 Can. S. Fish. Aquas. Sci., Val. 44, 6988 
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14-20 June n =  150 iir94.7 M=92.0 SD= I57 ! 

- - -  - -  

F O R K  L E N G T H  (mm) 

FIG. 3. Length-frequency distributions by weekly intervals for coho 
s m l t s  captured at the maim fish counting fence on the Keogh River 
during 1986. Mean (31, median (M), and standard deviation (SD) are 
given for each weekly interval. 

presented here for 1986, the year that the most intensive smolt 
sampling occurred (Fig. 3). In the early part of the run, the 
length-frequency distribution was skewed right because the 
smolts were predominantly small. As well, m a y  of the coho 
leaving the river at this time were p m  less than 75 ~ n n a  which 
were excluded from the analysis. 

The peak in the mean size of smolts during 19-25 April 1986 
was at least partly attributable to the relatively high proportion 
of luge 2 + smolts in the run. After mid-May, less than 10% 
of the smolts aged were 2 + ,  while before 10 May, the 
proportion of 2 + smolts was generally much higher (Table 1). 

As the run approached and then passed its peak in timing, 
the reduction in the proportion of 2 + smolts reduced the m m  
length of the smolts. However, the mean size of the younger 
cohort dso declined and the frequency distribution approached 
normality. Late in the 1986 run (2 1 June-4 July), the frequency 
distribution was bimodal ((Fig. 3). This resulted in an increased 
mean size of smslts. Interestingly, it appears that both modes 
were composed of predominantly 1 9 fish (Table 1). 

The weekly length-frequency distributions of the smolts at 
the main fence, and the age distributions of these smolts, 
partially explained the consistent patterns in mean smolt 
lengths. However, these patterns still existed when only lengths 
of 1 + smolts were examined (Fig. 2j). The possibility therefore 
existed that the timing and size of smolts migrating from 
different parts of the watershed were important in producing 
these patterns. 

Size and Timing of Smolts Upstream of the Main Fence 

There were no consistent differences in the timing of migra- 
tion from various habitats (i.e. stream, lake, or streadlake 
combination) (Fig. 4). The peaks in timing from the tributaries 
were about 1 wk before the peak at the main counting fence; 
in 1986, the peaks in timing from O'Connor Lake, Long Lake 
Outlet, and Misty Inlet Creek were during 3-9 May while the 
peak at the main fence was during 1&16 May. In most cases, 
a peak in the mean length sf migrating smolts occurred before 
the peak of the smolt run timing. 

consistent differences existed in the size of smolts from the 
different habitats. In 1977, there were significant differences 
among the mean lengths of smolts leaving-O'connor Lake, the 
upper Keogh River, Misty Outlet Creek, and West Tributary 
@<0.01; Kruskd-Wallis test). O'Connor Lake fish were sig- 
nificantly larger than the others @<0.01), and West Tributary 
fish were smaller @<O.OB); differences among the lengths of 
fish leaving the upper Keogh River and Misty Outlet Creek 
were not significant (g7>0.05) (nonparmetric multiple com- 
parisons using a STP test). In 1977, there were significant dif- 
ferences among the lengths of srnolts from the four sites during 
the weeks between 26 April and 30 May QK8.05; Friedman's 
test); i.e. the effect of time on smolt size was significant. In 
1978, there were again significant differences among the mean 
lengths of smolts leaving the tributaries gq%<8.01; Mruskal-Wal- 
lis test). Significant differences (~K0.05; STP test) existed 
between each group (OSConnor, upper Keogh River, and West 
Tributary). In 1978, there were no significant differences among 
the sizes of smolts leaving during the 5 wk between 26 April 
and 30 May. That year, 88% of the smolts leaving O'Connor 
Lake were 1 + (age determination sample size, BB = 49) 81% of 
the smolts leaving West Tributary were 1 + (n = 21) and 96% 
of those capturedVin the upper ~ e o ~ h  River were 1 + (n = 55) 
(de Hrussoczy-Wkth 1979). Therefore, the large size of smolts 
leaving O'Connor Lake was not a result of their age but rather 
their rapid growth. In 1986, there were significant differences 
mong the sizes of smolts captured at O'Connor Lake, Misty 
Inlet Creek, and Long M e  Outlet @<0.01; hskal-Wallis 
test). O'Connor Lake fish were significantly larger than fish 
from Misty Inlet Creek and Long Lake Outlet gq%<0.05; STB 
test), but there were no significant differences mong the sizes 
of fish from Misty Inlet Creek and Long Lake Outlet. The rea- 
son that the Misty Inlet Creek fish (stream origin) in 1986 were 
not smaller than the lake origin fish (Long Lake) was the high 
proportion of 2+ smolts leaving Misty Inlet Creek. Of 55 
smolts aged from Misty Inlet Creek, 49% were I + (2 length 
= 90.9 m) and 51% were 2 9  (2 length = 101.4 m). Of 
122 smolts aged from Long Lake Outlet, 9 1% were 1 -+ (3 

), and only 9% were 2 9 (2 length = 1 16.8 
mm). 

Relation between Timing of Smolt Migration and Catch 

Fish tagged as smolts leaving the Keogh River contributed 
more to the commercial troll fishery than the commercial net 

Can. S. Fish. Aqwt. Sci., Val. 46, 1989 
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TABLE 1.  Weekly mean lengths ( X i ) ,  standard deviations (sB), md sample sizes (n) indicative of pro- 
portions of 1 + and 2 + coho smolts captured at the main fish counting fence on the Keogh River. 

Year 
1 977 1978 1986 

n X l  SB n f& SD n f l  SD 
Week Age (-1 

26 A@- 
2 May 

31 May - 
6 June 

7-13 
June 

28 June- 
4 July 

or sport fisheries (Table 2). With the exception of 10 fish orig- 
hating from the mid--late goup  of smolts in 1978, all fish cap- 
tured in the fishery were 3 yr old. The association between 
release timing and type of fishery (troll, net, or sport) was not 
significant (contingency table chi-squme;p>0,5 for each year). 
However, a larger proprtion of fish tagged as smolts migrating 
late in the smolt run was caught thm of fish tagged early in the 
smolt mn. An estimated 3.5% ( 3 3 3  of those smolts tagged 
leaving the Keogh River early in the smolt mn of 1977 were 
captwed, 3.4% (816) of the middle group were captwed, and 
5.5% (430) of the latest migating fish were captured. Of those 
fish leaving the Keogh River in 1978, am estimated 6.3% (594) 
of the early group were captured, and 8.4% (1575) of the late 
g s u p  turned up in the commercial m d  s p r t  catches. 

The association between release timing in 1977 m d  1978 a d  
location of capture (Fig. 5) was significamt (contingency table 
chi-square; pC0.05 for each year). A greater proportion of early 
migrating srnolts was caught in northern areas than later migrat- 
ing smolts. Late migrating smolts were caught more frequently 
in southem areas than earlier migrating smolts. 

The two peaks in mean size were only partidly attributable to 
varying age compositions in the migrating smolts. It was found 
that I +  smolts, which constituted approximately 98% of the 
total. smolts, also exhibited a similar pattern of length and tim- 
ing except that the first peak in mean size appeared to occur 
closer to the climax in numbers. In those yeas  that a second 
size maximum was found, late-occurring minor flow increases 
m y  have been responsible for the small pulse of large smolts 
which caused this second maximum. 

Smolts captamred in tributaries to the Keogh River and the 
Keogh River near its headwaters also exhibited similar char- 
acteristics with large srnolts leaving before the climax of the 
mn. There were no significant differences in the timing of 
migration of smolts from various tributaries, but there were sig- 
nificant differences in the sizes of smolts from different lsca- 
tions. Smolts produced in 09Csnnor Lake were significantly 
larger than smolts originating from a combination of stream and 
lake environments (Misty Outlet Creek and upper Keogh River), 
while fish produced in the predominmtly lotic environment of 
West Tributary were smallest. Lake-origin smolts from Long 
Lake were not bigger than stream-origin smolts from nearby 
Misty Inlet Creek, but this was due to the high proportion of 
2 + smolts produced in Misty Inlet Creek. In a separate inves- 
tigation, Swdes et d. (1988) documented that underyealing 
coho in Misty Inlet Creek and Long Outlet Greek were signif- 
icantly smdkr than coho in Misty Lake m d  Long Lake. The 
overwintering location of smolts captured at the main enumer- 
ation fence on the Keogh River could not be identified by the 
size or timing of migrating smolts captured there. 

Discussion 

Consistent patterns were found when 9 yr of coho smolt 
length data from the mainstem Keogh River were amdyzed. 
There appeared to be two maxima in the mean length sf smolts. 
The f i s t  was several weeks before the peak date for smolt sut- 
put md a second maximum was found in late June in thee  of 
the yeus that smolt sampling extended this late in the season. 

Can. 1 Fish. Aquat. Sci., kb. 46, I989 
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st con nor bake Outlet-1979(24 Mar.-22 
No smolts est~rnated= 2 J 7 0  

6 0 .  

0 '~onnor  Lake Outlet-1978(16 April-12 June Long Lake Outlet- 1986 ( 2 0  Mar.-20 July1 Misty lntlet 0 . -  1986 ( 2 4  Mar.-20 July) 
-NO. smoits estimated = 2.726 601 No. s m o l t s ~  e s t i m a l e d = l ~ 9 6  6 0  110 NO. smolts estimated= 7 6 4  60. 

March April May June March April Moy June Morch April May June 

E I West Tributary -1977 (16 April- 9 June) Upper Keogh Rlver - 1977(19 Aprll-15 June Upper Keogh R~ver - I 9 7 9  (1 April-26 June) 
No smolts est imated=460 115 NO smolts est1moted=3234 NO. smolts estimated ~ 7 , 3 0 7  - f 1 

West Tributary - 1978 (13 April- B June 
No. smolts estimated = 1,092 

March April May June March April May June March April May June 

FIG. 4. Weekly mean lengths and timing of migation for who smolts captured at fish counting fences 
operated in tributaries to the Keogh River and in the upper Keogh River. The perid the fences were 
operated each year is indicated in brackets. Sample size was always greater than 1% smolts rneasu~d 
each week; otherwise weekly mean lengths are not given. 

These paradigms in size a d  timing are not unique to coho 
leaving the Keogh River. For example, an initial peak in the 
mean size of steelhead sml t s  leaving the Keogh River about 
10 May is followed by a relatively constant decline in mean size 
until late June when the size of smolts increases (B. R. W d ,  
unpubl. data). Steelhead smolts from the Keogh River average 

longer than coho (Ward and Slmey 1988), and their 
peak timing is almost 2 wk later, w c m ~ g  about 25 May. 
Weekly mean lengths of coho smolts leaving Cmation Creek 
on the west coast of Vancouver Island also varied consistently 
for many years, although the pattern was not as distinct as for 
coho leaving the Keogh River. Examination of 14 yr of data 
provided in Anderson f 1983a, 11983b, and 1985) md  N m e r  
and h d e ~ s o n  (2974) revealed that for 1 9 smolts, there was 
always an increase in mean smolt lengths until the end of April, 

although this increase sometimes continued until early June. h 
8 yr there appeared to be a decrease in smolt size during the 
last half of May and June. Saunders (1967) found that older 
Atlantic salmon (S. salar) srnolts (3 + md 4 9 )  tended to 
migrate before young smolts. Ewing et d. (1984) reported that 
larger chinook salmon (0. ts-tsch) juveniles migrated 
before small ones and probably swam faster. These patterns of 
smolt size and migration timing have implications for the s m -  
pling of smolts in streams. We must be cautious when we mm- 
pare lengths of srnolts from different systems, particularly if 
the smolts are not all captured at the same time of year. 

Apparently, similar pressures operate in different environ- 
ments, which can produce the patterns of srnolt size and migra- 
tion timing that were found in the Keogh River. Folma md 
Dickhoff (1980) stated that increasing photoperid and water 
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TABLE 2. Estimated numbers (percentages in brackets) of coho salmon 
from the Keogh fiver that were captured in the troll, wet, and sport 
fisheries. Smolts were coded-wire tagged in 1977 md 1978 according 
to their thing in the smslt migration. 

Release y e a  
- 

1877 1977 1977 1978 1978 

Thing early middle late early-mid midlate 

Troll 261 603 307 47 1 1235 
fishery (78.4) (73.9) (71.4) (79.3) (78.4) 

Net 190 103 110 3CK.l 
fishery (19.2) (23.3) (24.0) (18.5) (19.1) 

Sprt  8 23 20 13 40 
fishery (2.4) (2.8) (4.7) (2.2) (3.2) 

40 
1977 Early Migrating Smolts 

20 

0 

30 1977 Middle Migrating Srnolts 

32 1977 Late Migrating Smolts 

4 4  ss 1978 Mid-Late Migrating Srnolts 

" N/A C E NW JS 6 S SW W/O 

Re. 5. Catch distributions of different goups s f  wild coho smolts 
migrating from the Keogh River during f 977 and 1978. NIA = northern 
(statistical areas 1-5) and Alaska; CE-central (areas 6-12 md 30); 
W = northwest coast Vancouver Islmd (areas 25-27); JS = Johnstone 
Strait (areas 12 md 13); GS = Strait of Georgia (areas 1S18); 
SW-southwest coast Vmcouw Islmd (areas 21, 23, and 24); 
Wl0 = Washington and Oregon. 

temperature appeared to regulate the beginning and synchro- 
nization of smoltification and migration, but they dso cited 
studies documenting the importance of an endogenous factor, 
manifested as critical size, which may be important in the tim- 
ing of seaward migation. When fish, because of various envi- 
ronmental priming factors, are physiologically ready to smol- 
tify, external releasing factors such as a heavy rain c m  trigger 
migation (Baggeman 1960; Grau 198 1). m e n  the lengths of 
2 + smolts from the Keogh River were backcdculated to give 
their lengths 1 yr previously, these lengths were significantly 
less than those of I + smolts (J. R. hiwe, unpuM. data). These 
fish apparently had not reached their proper state of readiness 
to migrate during their first spring, but were generally mong 
the first to emigrate the next spring. 

It is of interest that the critical size for smoltificdion varies 
in different systems. We have shown how smolts produced in 
different environments in the Keogh River watershed emigrated 
at different sizes. Age 1 smolts in tributaries of the Cowichan 
Ever on Vancouver Hslmd ranged between 74 and 100 mm 
(Argue et d. 1979). Dmcker (1972) gives the average fork 
lengths of coho smolts for a variety of systems between Alaska 
and California. Average lengths of 1 + smolts ranged between 

83 md 1 20 m. The reason luge 1 + s~laolas migrate before 
the peak of the outmigration is probably because, due to their 
large size, they are receptive to external releasing factors earlier 
than most smaller fish. 

As mentioned earlier, the large smolts that left the Keogh 
River at the end of several of the mws may have left then because 
of minor keshet events in the river. These late-migrating Huge 
smolts, few in number, migrated well after the peak in migra- 
tory timing when many investigators have stopped enumerating 
smolts. In 1986, we maintained smolt enumeration fences in 
Long Lake Outlet and Misty Inlet Creek until early July, and 
large smolts were not captured in these tributaries late in the 
run. Rows were low in these tributaries in June and July. The 
large smolts captured at the main fence in June I986 presum- 
ably originated h m  the main river, in which there was a small 
increase in Wow in June. It has h e n  shown that coho held in 
hatcheries can also smolt well after the peak in their normal mn 
timing. Zaugg (2981) found that hatchery coho which had 
exhibited the silvery colouration and enzyme activity levels 
characteristic of smolts lost these traits after the nomd smolt 
migration period. However, when these fish were released into 
the Columbia River in June or July, enzyme activity levels 
increased, silvery colouration re , md the fish rapidly 
migrated to sea. As the luge sm left the Keogh River 
in June were bigger than fish leaving in April or May, it does 
not swm possible that these fish could have waited until the 
following spring to emigrate. They apparently left in June 
because an increase in flow occurred then, md they presumably 
would have left later in the summer or f d  if that is when the 
next postspring freshet occurred. 

Although it was not possible in this study to compare smolts 
from different pats of the run in the returning adult escape- 
ment, it was possible to make comparisons in the commercial 
a d  sport fisheries. Fish originating from the Keogh River 
watershed were ska to Oregon with most being 

fishery near the North end of 
an indication of the extent of 

oceanic migration for coho s d  m the Keogh River. Some 
coho salmon spend their e lives in 'inside' ' waters 
(Milne 1957) while others migrate long distances offshore 
(Hatt and Dell 1986). The fact that a greater proportion of early 
migrating coho salmon smolts from the Keogh River were 
caught in northern areas than later migating smolts implies that 
early migrating smolts may have different oceanic migration 
routes than later migrating smolts. Fish fmm early releases kom 
the Quinsm Hatchery also had a more extended northward 
distribution than fish from later releases (Bilton et d. 1984; 
Morley et d. 1988). There is a need for further studies which 
focus on smolt Bun timing in relation to oceanic migration mutes 
and timing. 

We could not determine differences in natwd mortality 
between early and late migrating smolts because adult escape- 
ment was not monitored when tagged fish returned to the Keogh 
River. A larger proportion of fish that had left the Keogh fiver 
after the peak in sml t  timing were caught in the fishery than 
earlier migrating fish. This may indicate increased marine six- 
vivd to the time of the fishery by late-migrating smolts, or it 
may simply reflect a difference in migratory routing maor  tim- 
ing which affected the susceptibility of different groups of fish 
to fishing pressure. 

The peak in timing of coho smolts leaving the Keogh River 
was earlier than the optimal release times recommended by Bil- 
ton et d .  (1982, 1984) and Morley et d. (1988) for hatchery- 
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raised coho smolts. In the Keogh, the peak in t 
May. Although natural smolt migrations mcu 
northerly systems (Brucker 19%2), May timing peaks have been 
reported for other Vancouver Island populations (Anderson 
1983a; Argue et al. 1979). Bilton and his colleagues examined 
the influence of time md size at release of coho from two hatch- 
eries on the east coast of Vancouver Island. Results of expri- 
ments at Rosewall Creek Hatchery suggested that maximum 
returns (escapement plus catch) would be obtained by releasing 
25.1-g juveniles on 22 June (Bilton et al. 1982). Coho smolts 
leaving the Keogh River in late June averaged 35 g . When Green 
and Macdonald (198'7) analysed the data provided by Bilton et 
al. (19821, maximum returns were predicted by the late release 
of small, rather than large individuals. Results from a more 
northerly hatchery, the Quinsm, were obtained from releases 
made in 3 yr. Results from the first year (1 980) suggested that 
maximum adult returns would be obtained from the release of 
15.7-g juveniles on 4 June although size at release was less 
important than time (Bilton et d. 1984). Results from releases 
made in 1981 md 1983 c o d a e d  that a tight "time window" 
for release centered at about 5 June, and that size at release was 
much less important than time (Morley et d. 1988). The release 
of smaller juveniles (14-30 g) was recommended, chiefly to 
reduce the incidence of jacking associated with large release 
sizes. Coho released from the sam Hatchery migrated very 
quickly downstrem to the es (Macdonald et d. 1987). 

Although it is difficult to lude from hatchery experi- 
ments what the optimal size at release of hatchery fish should 
be, it is of interest that most wild coho smolts that leave the 
Keogh River are much smaller than those released from hatch- 
eries. Only during their two peaks in size were Keogh River 
smolts within the size range co for hatchery smolt 
releases. During the p a k  of their migration, Keogh River 
smolts averaged only 10.7 g. The importance of size for wild 
coho smolts is not understood. 

Most wild smolts do not migrate at what appears to be the 
optimal time for survival in the mean of hatchery fish, perhaps 
because the exkmd releasing factors that initiate wild smolt 
migrations from freshwater occur earlier. Nternatively, down- 
stream migation may be mainly passive and associated with 
changing stream flows. Perhaps if wild smolts were to delay 
their migation timing, they would fare better in the marine 
environment than they currently do, but instream swwivd would 
be poor. It is equally likely that late releases of hatchery coho 
do best because they do not have to compete with m y  wild 
smolts, and also perhaps because marine predators have not 
evolved to capitalize on the late arrival of these smolts. Further 
work examining the marine swival of early and %ate migrating 
wild smolts is underway to enable more detailed comparisons 
to be made between the optimal th ing  and size of wild and 
hatchery coho salmon smolts. 

We thank all those who operated the smult enumeration fences. We 
m indebted to A. R. Facchin for his help with computer analysis. Pat 
A. SImey has managed provincial government research in the Keogh 
River watershed since 1975, and we are pmticuHarIy grateful to him. 
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